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the faded tie exactly tied, were evidences of form preserved,
day by day, from hand to mouth.    They afflicted Soames.
That languid figure !    What did a chap do when he had
no money and couldn't exert himself to save his life ?
Incapable of shame—that was clear!    He must talk to
Winifred again.    And, turning on his heel, Soames walked
back towards Green Street.    Debouching from the Park,
he saw on the opposite side of Piccadilly the languid figure.
It,  too,  was  moving in  the  direction of Green Street.
'Phew !    He crossed over and followed.    The chap had an
air.    He was walking like someone who had come into
the world from another age—an age which set all its store
on c form.'    He felt that e this chap ' would sooner part
with life itself than exhibit interest in anything.    Form !
Could you carry contempt for emotion to such a pitch that
you could no longer feel emotion ?    Could the lifted eyebrow
become more important to you than all the movements
of the heart and brain ?    Threadbare peacock's feathers
walking, with no peacock inside !   To show feeling was
perhaps the  only thing of  which that chap would  be
ashamed.    And, a little astonished at his own powers of
diagnosis,   Soames  followed  round  corner  after  corner,
till he was actually in Green Street.    By George !    The
chap was going to 'Winifred's !    £ I'll astonish his weak
nerves ! ' thought Soames.    And, suddenly hastening, he
said, rather breathlessly, on his sister's very doorstep :
" Ah ! Mr. Stainford !    Come to return the snuffbox ? "
With a sigh, and a slight stiffening of his cane on the
pavement, the figure turned.    Soames felt a sudden com-
punction—as of one who has jumped out at a child in the
dark.    The face, unmoved, with eyebrows still raised and
lids still lowered, was greenishly pale, like that of a man
whose heart is affected ;   a faint smile struggled on the
lips.    There was fully half a minute's silence, then the pale
lips spoke.

